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INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

This  document  describes  the  EMI  Integration  Plan  for  the  second  and  third  year  of  EMI.  It  is 
applicable to the development and test activities within JRA1 that lead to the availability of software  
products  compliant to the EMI technical objectives and compliant with the EMI Software Quality 
Assurance  Plan  and  related  procedures.  This  document  is  a  specialization  of  the  general  EMI  
Development and Testing Plan describing in details the integration activities. 

The main  purpose of the document  is  twofold.  It  is  intended to capture  and present  the current 
integration status of EMI components at the point in time of EMI 1 release. By describing the “state-
of-art” of integration of EMI components it sets a reference point for comparing the advances in the  
field of integration for further EMI releases. On the other hand the document also includes a work plan  
describing planned integration activities for EMI 2 and EMI 3 releases.  As such it  can serve the  
respective PTs for coordinating their work. 

It should be stressed here that during the first phase of JRA1.7 work, a common understanding of the 
document  was  often  discussed.  During  this  phase  some  of  the  aspects  initially  envisioned  for  
integration activities were removed and other were specified. The main focus of the work is thus on  
the  integration  of  EMI components.  Integration  refers  to  a  setup  where  one  software component 
inherently uses another component to provide a dedicated functionality. Interoperability, on the other 
hand, within an EMI task means that one component is interoperable with another if both integrating 
the same interface. Throughout our work we address only the integration aspect of the envisioned EMI 
technical and non-technical objectives.

The interoperability focus of JRA1.7 work shifted strongly towards grid and cloud interoperability. 

The main focus of JRA1.7 was on the integration and interoperability of EMI components. Therefore,  
the integration with external components is out of the scope of DJRA1.6.2. 

1.2 DOCUMENT STRUCTURE

This document is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 - Introduction: this section, explaining explains the purpose, scope and organization of the 
document

Chapter 2 - Executive Summary: this section contains a high-level description of the document. It 
gives a summary of the most important points described in each main section.

Chapter 3 – Status Report: this section describes the actual outcome of the integration tasks in the 
previous  development  cycle.  It  provides  also  an  overview  about  the  arising  grid  and  cloud 
interoperability regarding EMI and partners.

Chapter 4 - Plans for Performing Detailed Software Integration Activities: this section describes 
the actual implementation of the general processes and the detailed tasks to be performed by each 
Product within the scope of the EMI 2 and EMI 3 integration activities.

Chapter 5 – Integration Organization and Resources: this section contains athe description of the 
integration organization, the roles and responsibilities. 
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Chapter 6 –  Conclusions:  this section a description of the integration organization, the roles and 
responsibilities.

1.3 REFERENCES

R1 EMI Description of Work, public version, 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/EMI/EmiDocuments/EMI-Part_B_20100624-PUBLIC.pdf 

R2 EMI Cloud and Virtualization Task Force
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiJra1T5TaskForceCloudandVirtualization

R3 GLUE Validator
https://tomtools.cern.ch/confluence/display/IS/GLUEValidator

R4 CIS GLUE 2.0 compliance test
http://unicore.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/unicore/unicorex/tags/unicorex-1.4.0/cis-
infoprovider/src/test/java/de/fzj/unicore/cisprovider/impl/TestGlueInfoGenerator.java?
revision=10261&view=markup

R5 GLUE2 Specification 
http://www.ogf.org/documents/GFD.147.pdf

R6 GridSite
http://www.gridsite.org/

R7 EMI GLUE 2.0 task force
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiJra1GLUE20

R8 EMI SA2 Integration tests
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiIntegrationTests

R9 BeStMAN
https://sdm.lbl.gov/bestman/

R10 ARDA
http://project-arda-dev.web.cern.ch/project-arda-dev/metadata/

R11 SRM Testing
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/DataManagement/SRMTestRelease

R12 LCG
http://lcg.web.cern.ch/

R13 OGF
http://www.gridforum.org/

R14 EMI Inter-component Testing
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiIntegrationTests

R15 WLCG-OSG Interoperability
https://twiki.grid.iu.edu/bin/view/Interoperability/WebHome

R16 GISELA
http://www.gisela-grid.eu

R17 CHAIN
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http://www.chain-project.eu

R18 PRACE
http://www.prace-project.eu

R19 EMI Execution Service
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiExecutionService

R20 OGF PGI
http://www.gridforum.org/gf/group_info/view.php?group=pgi-wg

R21 SIENA Project
http://www.sienainitiative.eu

R22 StratusLab
http://stratuslab.eu

R23 VenusC
www.venus-c.eu

R24 ISGC 2011
http://event.twgrid.org/isgc2011/index.html

R25 EGI Cloud Workshop
https://www.egi.eu/indico/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=415

R26 D2.5.2 Report on Links with HPC Ecosystem
http://www.prace-project.eu/documents/public-deliverables-1/public-deliverables-1/public-
deliverables-1/public-deliverables-1/public-deliverables-1/public-deliverables-1/public-
deliverables-1/public-deliverables-1/public-deliverables-1/public-deliverables/D2.5.2.pdf

R27 DJRA1.5.1 – Standardization Work Plan and Status Report
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1277526/files/EMI-DJRA1.5.1-1277526-
Standardization_Workplan-v1.0.pdf

R28 DJRA1.5.2 – Standardization Work Plan and Status Report
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1277526/files/EMI-DJRA1.5.2-1277528-
Standardization_Workplan-v1.0.pdf

R29 S. Newhouse, A. Di Meglio, A. Papaspyrou, et al., Distributed Computing Infrastructure  
(DCI) Collaborative Roadmap, EGI-InSPIRE Deliverable D2.4, October 2010

R30 Di Meglio, A., Riedel, M. at al. Grids and Clouds Interoperability: An overview, in 
Proceedings of the ISGC 2001 Conference, PoS, Taipei, 2011 (to be published)

R31 DJRA1.1.2 – Compute Area Work Plan and Status Report
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1277610?ln=en

R32 DJRA1.3.2 – Security Area Work Plan and Status Report
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1277568?ln=en

R33 DJRA1.3.2 – Infrastructure Area Work Plan and Status Report
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1277583?ln=en

R34 JRA1.7 wiki
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiJra1T7Integration

R35 DNA1.3.2 – Technical Development Plan
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http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1277543?ln=en

1.4 DOCUMENT AMENDMENT PROCEDURE

This document can be amended by the EMI JRA1 Integration Task Leader further to any feedback 
from other teams or people. Minor changes, such as spelling corrections, content formatting or minor 
text re-organisation not affecting the content and meaning of the document can be applied by the JRA1 
Integration Task Leader without peer review. Other changes must be submitted to peer review and to 
the EMI PTB for approval.

When the document is modified for any reason, its version number shall be incremented accordingly.  
The document version number shall follow the standard EMI conventions for document versioning. 
The document shall be maintained in the CERN CDS repository and be made accessible through the 
OpenAIRE portal.

1.5 TERMINOLOGY

AuthN Common short-hand for Authentication

CREAM Computing Resource Execution and Management

DPM Disk Pool Manager

EDGeS Enabling Desktop Grids for e-Science 

EDGI European Desktop Grid Initiative

EES EMI Execution Service

EGI European Grid Infrastructure

GLUE Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment 

GIN Grid Interoperation Now

GSI Globus Security Infrastructure

IGE Initiative for Globus in Europe

JSDL Job Submission and Description Language

KPI Key Performance Indicator

MoU Memorandum of Understanding

NFS Network File Service

OGF Open Grid Forum

PGI Production Grid Infrastructure

pNFS Parallel Network File Service

SAGA Simple API for Grid Applications

SAML Security Assertion Mark-up Language
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SDTP JRA1 Software Development Test Plan

SRM Storage Resource Manager

TSI Target System Interface

UAS UNICORE Atomic Services

VOMS Virtual Organization Management System

WMS Workload Management System

WebDAV Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning

XAMCL Extensible Access Control Markup Language

XNJS Enhanced Network Job Supervisor
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Integration work plan document givespresents the status of the JRA1.7 sub task activity after the 
first year of the EMI project and the plans for the second and third year as best as possible.  This 
document is organized into an integration status report and a work plan.

At first, the status report chapter gives an overview of the activities performed during the first year of  
EMI in the area of interoperability. It  shows the achievements  with respect to the interoperability 
between EMI Grid Services and other computing infrastructures, between grid and cloud services, and 
the interoperability activities between EMI and volunteer computing services.

Furthermore, the status report chapter summarizes the current status of the integration work performed 
to achieve the objectives described in DNA1.3.1 and DJRA1.6.1. These status reports are organized by 
objectives and  present  give the actual state compared to the schedule intended in DJRA1.6.1. The 
integration objectives from EMI-1 were achieved overall.  In some cases the objectives were only  
partially achieved and postponed due to technical issues or unforeseen extra work, e.g. as described in 
the data objective supporting the WebDAV protocol in storage elements. 

The integration highlights in year one include especially the integration of GLUE 2.0 in many EMI 
compute  and  storage  components  from  all  three  middleware  stacks.  GLUE  2.0  compliance  and 
integration testing has been performed in by the individual product teams to validate the support of the 
new information schema. Inter-component testing between EMI components will be started as soon as 
GLUE 2.0 capable compute and data clients are available in EMI. This has been planned for the next 
EMI releases. Another considerable integration highlight is the achieved support of the file:// protocol.  
Each EMI storage element provides a production or at least prototype support for NFS/pNFS. 

In collaboration with SA2 team the JRA1.7 team coordinated the meta-package task to create an initial 
list of EMI meta-packages to be used for upcoming integration tests and production usage, e.g. for  
EGI.

The work plan chapter highlights at first the interoperability objectives for the second and third year of  
EMI. The interoperability sections follow up directly  from- the existing requirements and the work 
performed during EMI-1.  It provides an overview which effort will be dedicated to HTC and HPC 
interoperability in collaboration with PRACE and other infrastructure projects. Another topic is the 
EMI engagement in European cloud infrastructures leading to a better interoperability between grid  
and cloud services. Also the collaboration with EDGI is described.

The Integration work plan outlines the goals for the second and third project year.  This chapter is also 
organized by  objectives which are based on the  technical objectives  defined in the  from  DNA1.3.2 
Technical Development Plan. Only technical objectives with an integration aspect were identified for 
the work plan. 

Some integration objectives  are referenced from status report objectives from chapter 3 when they 
have not  yet been finished in EMI-1 and are an ongoing task in the following project  years.  For  
instance, the integration of GLUE 2.0 support in compute elements will be continued and be due to 
EMI-2. 
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STATUS REPORT

1.6 INTEROPERABILITY STATUS REPORT

This section gives an overview of the activities performed during the first year of EMI in the area of 
interoperability. In the EMI Description of Work [R1] the interoperability task has been given the goal  
of defining requirements and investigating common activities on three major fronts:

• Interoperability between EMI grid services and other computing infrastructures with particular 
focus on HTC/HPC interoperability

• Grid and cloud computing interoperability in collaboration with projects or initiatives like 
StratusLab [R22] or VenusC [R23]

• Desktop grid computing interoperability in collaboration with EDGI.

1.6.1 Interoperability  between  EMI  Grid  Services  and  Other  Computing 
Infrastructures

During the first year of EMI most of the effort in grid services interoperability has been put in two 
main areas, namely support of infrastructures interoperability at the operational level and standards-
based  interoperability  between  different  flavours  of  compatible  computing  and  data  management 
services in the EMI distribution.

The deployment of grid services in different infrastructures is today a well established activity within  
grid infrastructure providers in Europe, the United States,  Latin America and several  Asia-Pacific 
countries. Most of the current interoperability issues are today discussed more at the operational level  
between site administrators of the different infrastructures. In this context EMI experts have regularly  
attended the WLCG-OSG Interoperability meetings [R15] to provide technical support and understand 
potential new requirements. However, in the past year no specific new requirements have emerged  
since the deployed production infrastructures are relatively stable.

In addition, contacts have been established with infrastructure collaboration projects like GISELA 
(Latin America) [16]  and CHAIN (Asia-Pacific,  Mediterranean Counties, Africa and other world 
areas) [17]  to understand the potential interoperability requirements between grid services used in  
Europe and supported by EMI and grid middleware stacks developed and deployed in India, China and 
other countries.  The work done during the first  year of  EMI has not  yet  resulted in  any specific  
technical objective, since most of the counterparts have started relatively recently and are still in the 
preparation phase.

The  topic  of  interoperability  between  HTC  and  HPC  infrastructures  has  not  been  specifically  
addressed during the first year. However, initial discussions with PRACE [18] have started and the use 
cases described in [R26] are being considered as the base for future collaboration.

On the topic of standards-based interoperability important work has been done by EMI in particular in  
the area of  Compute Services.  More details  on this investigation are given in  the standardization 
deliverables [R27, R28]. In the context of interoperability it is important to highlight that EMI has 
finalized  in  its  first  year  a  specification  for  compute services  called  the EMI Execution Services  
specification (EMI ES [R19]), which will allow when implemented in the second year to achieve a 
high  level  of  interoperability  between  different  Compute  Elements  in  the  EMI  distribution.  The 
specification has also been proposed for discussion to the OGF PGI [R20] group with the potential to 
become part of a community-endorsed open standard.
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1.6.2 Interoperability between Grid and Cloud Services
The topic of interoperability between grid and cloud services has received strong focus during the past  
year. EMI has been involved in the discussion since the beginning through its participation in the 
Distributed Computing Infrastructures  (DCI)  projects collaboration and the SIENA project   [R21] 
cloud strategy activities.

An initial interoperability vision has been elaborated by the six projects co-funded by the European  
Commission as part of INFRA-2010-1.2.1: Distributed computing infrastructure (EGI-InSPIRE, EMI, 
IGE, StratusLab, EDGI, and VenusC). The vision is described in the document “DCI Collaboration 
Roadmap”, a unified vision and collaboration roadmap defined in close partnership by the six projects  
[R29].

As  a  consequential  step  of  the  definition  of  the  roadmap,  collaboration  initiatives  have  been 
established  between  EMI  and  the  cloud  projects  in  the  DCI  group,  StratusLab  and  Venus-C.  A 
“Virtualization and Cloud” task force has been formed and mandated by the EMI PTB to concretely  
investigate  together  with StratusLab and VenusC the requirements  and the opportunities  for  joint 
development in the area of grid and cloud interoperability [R2].

One of the foremost results of the joint interoperability discussions has been the presentation together  
with StratusLab of a grid and cloud interoperability overview [R30] at the International Symposium on 
Grid and Cloud (ISGC) 2011 [24], which has since then been adopted as one of the principal inputs in 
both the EGI cloud strategy and the recently refocused SIENA roadmap. The overview describes the 
major  use  case  for  grid  and  cloud  interoperability  and  outlines  four  practical  scenarios  of 
implementation  of  integrated  and  interoperable  grid  and  cloud  services.  The  focal  point  of  the 
overview is that while the deployment of cloud services as a dynamic resource provision mechanism 
can be highly beneficial for European DCIs, at the same time most of the well established grid services 
used  for  authentication,  authorization,  accounting  or  monitoring  can  and  should  be  reused  and 
extended. This would provide a practical and smooth integration of technologies without disrupting 
the reliability of today’s grid infrastructure operations.

1.6.3 Interoperability  between  Grid  Services  and  Volunteer  Computing 
Services

EMI  has  also  been  active  in  the  field  of  interoperability  between  grid  services  and  volunteer 
computing services.  In particular  a  Memorandum of  Understanding has  been established with the 
EDGI project as the base for joint development activities between the two projects.

A first practical result already achieved in year 1 is the inclusion of the EDGI-ARC plugin in the EMI-
1 ‘Kebnekaise’ release that allows interoperability between ARC-based grids and the BOINC-based 
desktop grid framework managed by the EDGI project.  A plugin for  gLite  CREAM was already 
available from the now finished EDGeS project, but had scalability and functionality limitations. A 
new version  of  the  EDGI-gLite  CREAM CE plugin  implementation  was  developed in  year  1  to 
address these issues and will be added to the EMI 1 distribution during summer 2011.
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1.7 INTEGRATION STATUS REPORT

This section gives a brief overview of the actual outcome of the integration tasks in year 1 for each 
technical area with particular focus on their integration aspects. Achievements of the project year 1 are  
compared to the planned objectives from DJRA1.6.1. Furthermore, deviations from the agreed plan of 
the  past  period  and justifications  behind  these  changes  are  described.  The  list  is  ordered  by  the  
technical objectives. Examples of such objectives are those involving different implementations of the  
same capability, the adoption of common interfaces, and the use of reusable or external components  
across sets of different products. 

1.7.1 Integration activities in Ccompute Aarea

1.7.1.1 GLUE 2.0 support in job management services and client tools
Several  EMI  components  in  the  compute  area  have  integrated  the  GLUE  2.0  model  for  taking 
advantage of this information schema.  It  is prerequisite that the EMI computing elements and the 
systems that offer access to computing systems should expose pieces of information about computing 
resources in a consistent manner.  The integration of  GLUE 2.0 was successfully achieved for the 
compute components A-REX based ARC CE and ARC clients and UNICORE CE. For CREAM and 
WMS the objective was achieved only partially and  moreover postponed by the Project Executive 
Board.  However, the whole objective has become obsolete, since it was moved to the more general  
virtualization and cloud objective [R2]. 

GLUE 2.0 schema validation tests were performed at each individual  CE by running unit test cases 
[e.g.  R4].  The integration of GLUE 2.0 could be verified at  ARC between client  and CE and at  
UNICORE between UCC client and CE. Check [1.9.1.1] for the ongoing work.

1.7.2 Integration activities in data area

1.7.2.1 All storage elements publish GLUE 2.0 storage information 
All three major storage elements within EMI named as, dCache, DPM, and StoRM, integrate several 
information  provider  components.  In  first  phase  of  the  EMI project  an  effort  was  undertaken  to 
integrate the components by unifying the way the information is published. For this purpose the GLUE 
2.0 standard was used [R5]. Since Starting with EMI-1 storage elements should offer access to storage 
systems by exposing pieces of information about storage resources in a consistent manner. 

The  objective  has  been  successfully  achieved in  EMI-1.  Currently  all  storage  server  components 
(dCache, DPM, StoRM) in EMI are able to publish GLUE 2.0 storage information.

The integration of GLUE 2.0 was tested individually by the respective product teams. The activity  
lead to the creation of  gstat2 probes which might be used latter in the process of integration and 
testing. Glue 2.0 standard compliance tests were mainly asserted with ‘GLUE-Validator’ tool  [R3] 
inby each affected product team. 

In addition, the GLUE 2.0 tests are also run periodically against the production services and the results  
are published in the GStat2 website: http://gstat.egi.eu/gstat/geo/openlayers

The integration tests are planned for the next period, when an EMI GLUE 2.0-capable data client  
iswill be available [1.9.2.1]. At the moment there are no EMI data clients able to consume the new 
GLUE 2.0 information. All the available clients still support only GLUE version 1.3. 
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1.7.2.2 Using https instead of httpg for the SRM protocol 
The  SRM (Storage Resource Manager) is a protocol for Storage Resource Management.  ItSRM  is 
used to query the Mass Storage System, prepare and conduct file transfers, and to create space in a  
disk cache to which a file can be uploaded. In order to be more in-line with modern Web-based access 
methods it was intended to provide HTTPS support for all EMI storage elements. 

The objective has been successfully achieved for dCache storage elements and clients. For other EMI 
storage elements see at [1.9.2.8].  Since this feature is only delivered by dCache, integration tests have 
only been  performed within the dCache client  server  communication.  The product  team used the 
standard S2 tests [R11] provided by WLCG [R12] which is an agreed test environment quarantining 
interoperability with the SRM standard. 

1.7.2.3 Supporting standard POSIX file access protocol
The objective of that task was for all storage elements to offer at least a prototype-level support for the 
standard "file://"  access protocol.  As a  result  the objective has been successfully  achieved by the 
affected storage components.  STORM delivered the protocol through its backend which can be any 
shared cluster file system (GPFS or Lustre). DPM published a prototype NFS 4.1/pNFS in EMI-1. The 
dCache team already delivered NFS 4.1 /pNFS production system in EMI-1.

Integration tests were performed by the particular product teams. The dCache product team dedicated 
a 50% Tier II equivalent only for the NFS4.1/pNFS functionality and performance testing.  

1.7.2.4 Storage elements support WebDAV protocol
The  objective  was  to  improve  the  integration  of  storage  elements  by  providing  support  for  the 
emerging  WebDAV standard. WebDAV allows for remote file access using either standard Internet 
browsers or specialized clients. It is even possible to “mount' remote WebDAV storages in the local  
system, thus rendering SRM clients redundant. Since WebDAV is supported by all major Operating 
Systems, the effort for deployment and support for the EMI project is reduced in comparison with 
proprietary data access protocols.

The components StoRM and DPM did not success in achieving this goal within EMI-1 period and the 
implementation was moved in the second year of the project [1.9.2.5]. Thus only dCache components 
currently support WebDAV. No special integration testing was performed in this sub task, since only 
dCache supports currently WebDAV.

1.7.2.5 File catalogue access from UNICORE
Traditional the UNICORE system was not enabled to use any form of gLite file catalogues and thus it 
is required to augment this functionality in order to fully function in the larger EMI ecosystem. The 
integration  of  the  LFC client  provides  an  abstract  file  system view towards  the  UNICORE data  
management components, representing files stored in Grid storage elements. 

During the preparation phase, several potential LFC client APIs were evaluated and an appropriate one 
was chosen.  Based on that API, an LFC client  was implemented and tested in detail.  UNICORE  
abstracts access to target storage systems by its Storage Management Service interface (SMS). To 
logically complete the work of providing a Grid implementation of SMS, the SRM client still needs to 
be integrated [1.9.2.2].

The affected component is UNICORE UAS-D. The integration work should  be due tofinalised by 
M18.
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The integration work is constantly be tested by sending test routines to an existing LFC instance. The 
routines have been created by developer team using e.g. lfc-ls, lfc-get-replicas test cases.

1.7.3 Integration activities in security area

1.7.3.1 Agreement on a minimal common set of security attributes to be used in policies. 
The work performed for this objective started with a general agreement that  Argus will become the 
common  authorization  system  for  the  three  middleware  stacks  in  EMI.  In  order  for  the  job 
management systems of the three stacks to be enabled to use this common service a common XACML 
profile was produced. The final version of the EMI common XAMCL authorization profile will be  
available in project month 17. 

The integration of computing elements with ARGUS is referenced in the work plan  chapter  of this 
document [1.9.1.1].

1.7.4 Integration activities in infrastructure area

1.7.4.1 Design of a common EMI service registry 
A common EMI service registry is  required in  order  to  discover all  the  service endpoints  of  the  
different middleware components. It is one of the key objectives on the way towards full integration of 
all the EMI components. As soon as such a Registry is available it would be possible  to substitute 
single EMI components in order to adjust particular Grid architecture to the user needs.

The design (and further implementation) of the component is in responsibility of the EMI Registry 
Product Team. In the first phase of their work,  two distinct design approaches  that can be opted to 
refine the EMI Registry were discussed:

1. Implement a new solution

2. Integrate existing solutions (ARC ISIS, gLite GOCDB, UNICORE Service Registry)

With the EMI KPI (reduce number of components) the second strategy has been opted chosen for as 
the functionalities of the above mentioned components overlap. In order to make further integration 
with remaining EMI components the Product Team prefers to use open standards over internal EMI 
agreements between the stakeholders. In particular the usage of GLUE 2.0 standard, and perhaps the 
XACML, SAML standards (for security) are currently envisioned.

1.7.4.2 Use cases for common standard messaging system for the information and L&B 
services

This  objective  intended  to  surveyanalyze possible  solutions  for  EMI  Logging  and  Bookkeeping. 
Logging and Bookkeeping is a Grid service that keeps a short-term trace of Grid jobs as they are  
processed by individual Grid components. As a solution for Logging and Bookkeeping for EMI an 
independent  part  of  the  gLite  middleware  (org.glite.lb) was  selected  and  extended  to  be 
integrated with other EMI components. Current release of EMI (EMI 1) includes version 3.0 of the 
gLite L&B solution.  This version was extended by adding: advanced authorization functionalities,  
more elaborated support for CREAM jobs, and GLUE support. Also the integration with the common 
messaging services were explored and adopted as objective for EMI 2. 

So far the integration tests focused on one hand on functional tests and GLUE 2.0 compliance. For that  
regular  tests  of  the  WS interface are  performed.  On the other  hand the integration of other  EMI 
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components (BDII, Messaging, VOMS) with L&B are performed by respective PTs. Especially the 
exhaustive integration tests with WMS done by WMS PT are planned for the next year.

1.7.5 Integration activities in cross area

1.7.5.1 The legacy GSI will be replaced with a common security solution 
The intention of replacing Globus Security Infrastructure (GSI) proprietary security protocol (httpg) 
with a de-facto Internet standard SSL/TLS was one of the main efforts of the security work package.  
The project wide usage of the SSL/TLS is crucial for integrating all EMI components and allowing 
them to exchange data at the common transport layer level. 

The  progress  of  this  work  is  tracked  at: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EmiJra1T4DelegationInEmi. The current status of this work 
is that the gridsite[13] delegation, already widely used in the gLite stack,  shouldwill be used as the 
standard delegation method. A working group is being established within OGF [R13] to handle the 
standardization of gridSite.  The group will be formed to look into establishing an OGF standard for 
delegation and the first item will be to write up gridSite as an OGF document.

Affected components: 

• ARC: GSI is not necessarily needed by ARC CE, as it is designed to make use of standard  
TLS. For backwards compatibility, ARC CE can be deployed with the legacy GridFTP job 
submission  interface  which  in  turn  requires  GSI,  but  this  component  is  optional  and 
independent from A-REX as such. 

• gLite has always utilized GSI throughout, but the core security component, that is VOMS, was 
already able to manage proxy certificates exclusively depending on OpenSSL since the times 
of  EGEE. Concerning  delegation,  neither  the  Ttrustmanager  (Bouncycastle  library)  nor 
gridSite delegation (OpenSSL) depend on GSI. Still partially dependent on GSI are CREAM 
and WMS ICE which use secured gSOAP communications with GSI proxies.

For ongoing work in this objective refer to 1.9.5.4 .

1.7.6 Meta-packages
Product  teams are  called  upon to  provide  meta-packages for  the EMI-1 release  to  define sets  of 
packages which can be installed together. Integration tests and functional tests on the EMI testbed can 
be performed much more consistent with well structured meta-packages of the individual software  
products.  Furthermore,  there  are  cross-Product  Teams  meta-packages  which  contain  particular 
packages of the individual product teams. Theat creation of meta-packages for EMI releases is an 
ongoing task. JRA1.7 is registering in collaboration with SA2SA1 the available EMI meta-packages.

The current list of EMI meta-packages is tracked at  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EMI-1-
METAPACKAGES.
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WORK PLAN

1.8 INTEROPERABILITY WORK PLAN

The interoperability work plan for the second and third year of EMI follow up directly  from the 
existing requirements and the work performed during the first year. It is however worth mentioning 
that EMI is strongly requirements driven and new or modified requirements may be submitted anytime 
for our consideration and may trigger a revision of the work plan during the year.

The currently agreed technical objectives for years two and three are described in the second version  
or  the  Technical  Development  Plan  (DNA1.3.2)  [R35]  and  include  objectives  in  support  of  the 
interoperability strategy. The agreed objectives are described in DNA1.3.2 and further expanded in the 
dedicated technical area plans. In this section the specific objectives affecting the interoperability areas 
are briefly described. For additional technical and planning information please refer to the specific 
technical plans.

1.8.1 Interoperability  between  EMI  Grid  Services  and  Other  Computing 
Infrastructures

The major focus of the grid services interoperability activity will be focused on the implementation of 
the EMI ES specification in the Compute Elements available with the EMI distribution. This goal has 
been integrated in the Compute Area development work plan [R31] as objectives C5 and C6 and will 
constitute  a  major  step  forward in  terms of  interoperability.  Further  adoption outside EMI of the 
specification will  be actively promoted with the goal of contributing to the definition of a widely 
accepted and implemented open standard.

In year two more effort will  be dedicated to HTC and HPC interoperability in collaboration with  
PRACE.  In  particular  the  most  important  interoperability  aspect  in  this  context  is  related  to  the 
execution of MPI jobs. This has been addressed in the technical development plan as objective C4  
(Proposal for a common parallel execution framework).

An  important  interoperability  topic  will  also  be  addressed  in  the  second  year,  namely  the 
interoperability of different security credential systems across the whole grid middleware stack. This is 
a far reaching objective that addresses on of the major user requirements in terms of simplification of 
the  grid  middleware;  It  has  been  added  in  the  Security  Area  work  plan  [R32]  as  objective  S2 
(Simplified management of security credentials).

The collaboration activities with WLCG, OS, GISELA, CHAIN and other infrastructure projects will 
also continue as necessary. If new requirements are identified they will be assessed for inclusion in  
revised work plans.

1.8.2 Interoperability between Grid and Cloud Services
EMI is fully committed to participate in the definition and deployment of the integrated European grid  
and cloud infrastructure. The work started in year 1 will be continued following existing and emerging 
requirements. In particular in May 2011 a Cloud Workshop [R25] has been organized by EGI to bring 
together  the  major  actors  of  the  roadmap  definition  and  implementation  activity,  from  software 
providers  like  EMI,  IGE  and  StratusLab  to  infrastructure  providers  like  EGI  and  OSG  to  user  
communities like WLCG. The workshop explored four critical areas in grid and cloud interoperability, 
Accounting, Monitoring, Virtual Machine Management and Information System.
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EMI received important  input  on the technical  goals to be achieved.  Some of them were already  
known, others have emerged more strongly. In particular the need for more dynamic and more robust 
service discovery and service publishing services has been identified as the basis to implement truly  
dynamic service deployment using generic virtual appliances. This translates in EMI in the design and 
development  of  a  new Service  Registry  service  that  was  already foreseen,  but  has  received  new 
important use cases. This has been integrated in the Infrastructure Area development plan [R33] as  
objective I6. 

EMI  will  also  actively  participate  in  the  activities  of  redefinition  or  extension  of  existing  grid 
standards like GLUE 2.0, or existing grid services like VOMS and Argus to add support for typical  
cloud operations like reserving virtual machines or appliances or monitoring and accounting user and 
system operations. The precise scope and goals of these activities will be defined in the EMI Cloud 
Strategy positioning document that will be developed according to the agreed Infrastructure Area plan 
as objective I4 in October 2011.

1.8.3 Interoperability  between  Grid  Services  and  Volunteer  Computing 
Services

The collaboration with EDGI will continue in year two along two specific directions as agreed in the 
EMI-EDGI MoU, which is expected to be finalised in the first quarter of year 2. Computing element  
plugins, one each for ARC, gLite and UNICORE, will be developed or improved as necessary and 
fully integrated in the EMI distribution. Within the framework of the 'Works with EMI programme', it  
is planned to have a period of testing and assessment whereby EDGI will evaluate the usability and  
reliability of EMI products, including the compute plugins, through the execution of EDGI use cases 
on the EMI infrastructure, e.g. service-desktop grid interoperability, single or multiple job execution, 
status/logging information retrieval, job result downloading, etc. Technical support will also be given 
to  EDGI in deploying as quickly as possible  in production the new versions of the grid services 
released with the EMI 1 Kebnekaise release.

Furthermore, an Operational Level Agreement (OLA) will be negotiated with EDGI. This will ensure 
that users of the interoperable EGI and desktop grid infrastructures using the plugins available in the 
EMI distribution can be fully supported through the standard EGI support channels and with the same 
level of service as defined in the existing SLA between EGI and EMI.
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1.9 INTEGRATION WORK PLAN

This section summarizes the integration activities envisioned for the remainingnext two years of the 
EMI project. It provides an overview of the planned activities with planned deadlines, points out the  
responsible PTs and affected components. The exact implementation of the objectives remains in the 
responsibility of the respective product teams. In this work plan, however, we seek to seize and point 
out  the  opportunities  for  integration  activities.  Therefore  for  most  of  the  objectives  we  provide 
guidelines, possible time slots and list of affected components which might be used for integration 
tests.

It must be stated that it was often difficult to identify integration aspects as integration and compliance  
test plans at this stage of the project, since most of the objectives for year 2 and 3 have just been  
formulated and scheduled by the work areas. Detailed testing methodologies and plans are often not  
yet fixed, so that the objectives of this integration work plan cannot yet provide detailed integration 
test plans. The continuous verification of integration objectives and monitoring of integration status 
will be an ongoing task for JRA1.7. For that purpose the appropriate product teams and developer will 
be requested to provide a test plan before the EMI-2 release.

JRA1 key performance indicators are not addressed in this work plan. They were already addressed in 
the appropriate work plans of compute, data, security, and infrastructure area.

1.9.1 Work plan for compute area

1.9.1.1 GLUE 2.0 support in job management services (DNA1.3.2 objective C1)
The remaining activity for the achievement of this objective [see 1.7.1.1] is the implementation of the 
dynamic  support  in  CREAM to  publish  LDAP rendered  GLUE 2.0  information  retrieved by  the 
Resource management system. 

GLUE 2.0 integration testing will be performed as soon as the objective GLUE 2.0 support is available 
in EMI compute client tools [see 1.9.1.2]. 

Affected components are: CREAM

The activity is due to M18.

1.9.1.2 GLUE 2.0 support in matchmaking modules and client tools (C2)
The support for GLUE 2.0 in WMS is still missing and has to be finalized. This will implicateconsist 
on  implementing a new purchaser module in the WMS engine which will be responsible for querying 
over LDAP a GLUE 2.0 enabled BDII.  

Concrete integration testing plans are not yet fixeddefined. However, as soon as objective 1.9.1.1 has 
been achieved integration tests can be performed by testing initially the GLUE 2.0 capable clients 
against the appropriate compute services. 

This activity is ongoing and due to M22.

1.9.1.3 Implementation of the common job submission and management methods - EMI-
ES interface (C5)

This  task refers  to  the  implementation in  all  the  EMI computing services  of  the  EMI Execution  
Service, as it was described in 3.1. When this task and task 4.4 are done, each client of whatever 
middleware will be able to send and manage jobs to each different computing service and, conversely,  
all computing services will be able to accept jobs sent by whatever client.
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Each PT will be responsible for the implementation of the EMI-ES in its own services and tools. This 
objective  affects  all  computing  services  of  the  participating  middlewares:  ARC  A-REX,  gLite 
CREAM, and UNICORE UAS plus XNJS, TSI (backend).This activity is due to M19. 

 

1.9.1.4 EMI Computing Services integrated with identified set of batch systems (C7) 
EMI computing services must fully support a set of batch systems that are going to be identified by the  
project.  This implies to implement missing functionality in terms of job submission, management, 
information, and monitoring on the affected backend components. The affected components are A-
REX, CREAM, and UNICORE TSI.  It is an ongoing task which is due to M22.

1.9.1.5 Common parallel execution framework across the EMI computing services (C12)
The integration of cross-middleware tools for execution of parallel applications has already started.  
While the work on MPI-Start and MPI-Utils goes on,  introducing support for  hybrid MPI-OpenMP 
applications and memory/CPU affinity still needs to be continued to be seamlessly and effectively 
utilized in all different middlewares. A specific task force on this matter, yet not existing at the time of 
writing, will be created to address the need for a common framework for parallel computing across all 
the middlewares.

This objective affects the MPI-Start/Utils component. The activity is due to M18.

1.9.2 Work plan for data area

1.9.2.1 EMI data client is capable of consuming GLUE 2.0 storage information (D1)
After EMI-Data service components are enabled to provide information using the GLUE 2.0 schema 
[1.7.2.1], clients need to be modified to understand the GLUE 2.0 schema.

Since gLite and ARC data clients are merged, only the consolidated client, EMI data library, needs to 
support that feature. Integration tests can be performed as soon as the EMI data client is implemented 
initially, since all EMI storage elements already provide GLUE 2.0 support according to 1.7.1.1.

The affected components are the ARC data client, gLite data utilities and GFAL.

This activity is due to: M16 

1.9.2.2 File catalogue access from UNICORE (D4)
As described in [1.7.2.5] an LFC client APIs was implemented and tested. In the remaining 4 months 
of the work plan authentication has to be properly integrated. While UNICORE is providing SAML 
authentication, the LFC clients require X509 proxy certificates. 

UNICORE abstracts access to target storage systems by its Storage Management Service interface 
(SMS). To logically complete the work of providing a Grid implementation of SMS, the SRM client 
still needs to be integrated, which is described in [1.9.2.4]. The goal is to offer a complete abstraction 
of the Grid data file access. From the UNICORE perspective, the namespace is composed of the LFC 
namespace. The resolution into Storage URLs is done transparently to the UNICORE SMS users. 

Affected components are: UNICORE WS
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This activity is due to: M18

1.9.2.3 Establishing a common set of data access libraries (D5)
The objective is limited to “at least between gLite and ARC”. The ARC and gLite middleware are 
providing data access libraries individually, which have sufficient functionality in common to justify a 
merge of those libraries. This includes but is not limited to storage control (SRM), storage access (e.g.  
gsiFTP and http) and information protocols. EMI data is working on an agreement between ARC and 
gLite on such a merge and a subsequent implementation and migration.  The decided solution for  
merging the data access libraries will  be implemented. This involves continues close collaboration 
between gLite and ARC developers.

Affected components are: gLite Utils (including GFAL), ARC data libraries

This activity is due to: M22 

1.9.2.4 Integration of SRM-based access into UNICORE storage management (D7)
Similar  to objective  1.9.2.2 (UNICORE File catalogue access)  the UNICORE WS is the affected 
component.  However,  as  dCache  is  providing  an  SRM client,  it  might  be  reused  as  part  of  this  
objective. The dCache SRM client is a subcomponent of the EMI dCache package.

SRM  allows  standardized  access  to  storage  resources  in  the  Grid.  It’s  based  on  storage  URLs,  
uniquely describing the storage location of the resource, however not the transport protocol to store or  
retrieve the data. The transfer protocol negotiation is performed by one of the SRM mechanisms.  
There are currently two independent Java SRM clients available, which might be used to make the 
protocol available to UNICORE. The dCache client is  part  of the dCache EMI component,  while  
BeStMan [R9] is provided by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories (LBNL). LBNL offered 
limited support in case the UNICORE data product team would decide to pick the BeStMan SRM 
client. The integration of the SRM has to be seen in conjunction with the LFC integration as described  
in  paragraph  1.9.2.2.  For  the  SRM,  as  for  the  LFC,  the  authentication  issue  has  to  be  solved. 
Furthermore the SRM/LFC suite has to be properly abstracted to appear as an UNICORE SMS.

Affected components are: UNICORE WS

This activity is due to: M22 

1.9.2.5 Storage elements support the WebDAV protocol (D11)
WebDAV [R17] is an Internet standard built on top of http(s). A large variety of clients exists for all  
major platforms, either through browser plug-ins or integrated into the OS as mountable file system.

dCache already provided a WebDAV implementation in EMI-1 [1.7.2.4]. For DPM and StoRM this 
functionality is scheduled for the time after EMI-2. Depending on user feedback it might become 
available in DPM or StoRM for EMI-2 already.

Affected components are: StoRM, DPM 

This activity is due to: M25 ongoing 
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1.9.2.6 Integration of AMGA-based access to UNICORE storage management (D13)
The South  Korean  KISTI  Supercomputing  Center  is  interested  in  integrating  client  access  to  the 
AMGA metadata catalogue into UNICORE. AMGA is currently a prototype of a distributed, high 
performance file metadata server, written by the ARDA metadata catalogue project [R10]. It serves the 
needs on metadata catalogues in a Grid environment,  including the solutions offered by the HEP 
experiments so far.

In the initial phase of the work plan, the target audience and the feasibility of the effort have to be  
evaluated. Depending on the results of the evaluation, the integration of AMGA into UNICORE will 
be implemented. Plans about functionality and integration testing are not yet existent. 

Affected components are:  AMGA, UNICORE WS

This activity is due to: M28 

It is sufficient to verify the integration with the existing test suite [1.7.2.5].

 

1.9.2.7 Add support for storage space usage accounting to SEs/FTS based on the agreed 
record (D16)

The  product  teams of  dCache,  StoRM  and  DPM  have  to  produce  the  agreed  StAR  (Storage 
Accounting Record) and make it available to the common message passing system. StoRM, dCache 
and DPM have to provide a design on how to make the storage accounting record available for each 
those storage elements. This design has to be implemented and the storage accounting record has to be  
implemented in each EMI storage element. The responsible sensor has to be interfaced to the EMI  
agreed message passing mechanism. Collecting and analyzing of the storage accounting information is  
not part of this objective.

Integration testing will be performed for the deployed storage accounting sensors. The testing will be 
performed individually within the production systems as the functionality of the infrastructure doesn’t 
depend yet on that new feature.

The Storage Accounting Record allows interoperability between EMI components and by making it an 
OGF standard, with other storage systems as well.

Affected components are: dCache, StoRM, DPM

This activity is due to: M32 

1.9.2.8 Using  https  instead  of  httpg  for  the  SRM  protocol  as  a  production 
implementation in all the storage elements and clients (D25)

As soon as the EMI-security proposal for an EMI wide delegation mechanism is available, DPM,  
StoRM as well as the EMI data clients will be modified to support SRM over SSL in addition to the 
current GSI mechanism. ARC data clients already support this functionality. Additionally, the new 
EMI data client (common data client library) should be able to support SRM over SSL. 

Affected components are:  DPM, STORM, EMI data clients, new EMI data client

This activity is due to: M25
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1.9.3 Work plan for security area

1.9.3.1 Provision of common authentication libraries supporting X.509 and SAML (S3)
The duplicate authentication (AuthN) systems and libraries will be removed and a standard solution of  
a common set of AuthN libraries will be provided across the three middleware stacks. The work up to  
now has  consisted  of  getting  requirements,  collecting  existing  AuthN code,  and  API  definitions.  
Especially making sure that the API definitions are suitable for the middleware stacks in the EMI 
release. Once these libraries are available, the duplicate AuthN systems and libraries will be removed 
and the standard common set of AuthN libraries will be used.

As the APIs for the common authentication libraries have been agreed, the work plan for the second 
year of the EMI project is mainly implementation. There are no directly affected EMI components in 
the implementation stage, except for trustmanager and Util-java that will be subsumed. 

This activity is due to: M22 

1.9.4 Work plan for infrastructure area

1.9.4.1 Full  utilization  and support  the  GLUE 2.0  information  model  in  information 
components (I5)

The broad adaptation of GLUE 2.0 standard is major standardization effort of the EMI project. It is  
also an important  prerequisite for  wide integration of  EMI components originating from different 
middleware providers. In this objective full support of GLUE 2.0 by all information components is 
sought after. Thus the list of affected components is quite long and includes:

ARIS, EGIIS, ARC Grid Monitor, ARC info providers, CEMon, BDII, gLite service info providers,  
gLite site info provider, gstat-validation, lcg-info and lcg-infosites, SAGA-SD, SAGA-IN, CIP

Since the implementation effort is distributed the objective was extended by including development of 
validation tools to ensure the full compliance of the single implementations.

Functionality tests have to be provided at the individual product teams. ARC components are using a 
validator to check that the published information is compliant to GLUE 2.0 schema.  

Further  integration  test  should  cover  two  aspects.  Firstly,  starting  from  month  M25,  extensive 
integration tests  with consolidated EMI client should be conducted. Secondly the integration with 
middleware services has to be addressed. The second effort will be undertaken by respective product  
teams as a part of the implementation effort and is due to M20.

The implementation is due to M20 and will be mainly conducted in the Infrastructure Area by:

ARC LDAP-based Infosys, gLite Information System, UNICORE Web Service Interfaces, UNICORE 
Service Hosting, SAGA product teams.

1.9.4.2 Implementation of the common EMI service registry (I6)
For  EMI 2  an  EMI service  registry  should  be  provided.  In  the  first  phase  of  the  project  design 
document was produced to serve as a road map for the future implementation. The design document 
was endorsed by the PTB. The EMI Registry service should provide the users with a common view of 
all middleware services available. This functionality constitutes a basis for Grid usage. In order to  
provide the functionality all Grid services have to be registered with the registry. This will be achieved 
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by  proactive  registration  of  the  services.  The  Registry  then  can  be  queried  via  SAGA  Service  
Discovery API.

Current activities of the EMI Registry PT include preparatory investigation of integration testing and 
also a plan for integration tests in EMI SA2 test bed. In first step this should include the verification of 
Registry functionality and test if provided interface is conform to the selected information schema. 

Further integration tests should in the first phase cover the integration of the unified EMI client with 
the  EMI  Registry.  The  test  can  be  conducted  as  soon  as  the  objective  “Consolidation  and 
harmonization  of  compute area clients/APIs”  from Compute Area is  achieved (that  is  from M25 
upwards).

Affected components are: EMI Registry, SAGA SD API. Further components will be identified latter 
in the process of implementation planning. The implementation effort is solely carried by the EMI 
Registry PT.

This activity is due to: M22. It  is however not clear if the component will be included in EMI 2 
release.

1.9.4.3 Adaptation  of  the  accounting  record  publishers  of  compute  and  data  area 
services to use the common messaging system (I9)

During the first year of Infrastructure Area activity possible applications of messaging in middleware 
and  EMI  strategy  with  this  regard  have  been  developed.  This  work  yields  few further  technical 
objectives, among them also the integration of accounting publishers with the common messaging 
system. For the integration following aspects have to be dealt with. In the first step an agreement on 
the common usage record have to been met. In the first project phase it was commonly agreed on the  
usage  of  OGF  Usage  Record  standard.  Secondly  a  common  messaging  infrastructure  has  to  be 
established and finally a common authentication model for signing the messages has to be adopted.

Affected components are: DGAS, APEL, apel-server. The compliance with the OGF Usage Record 
standard will be part of the implementation. The integration tests starting from month M28 should 
include inter-component tests of accounting publishers and agreed logging and bookkeeping service. 

This activity is due to: M28.

1.9.5 Work plan for Cross area activities

1.9.5.1 Integration  of  the  compute  area  services  with  the  ARGUS  authorization 
framework (X5)

The ARGUS authorization service will be integrated to UNICORE and ARC to have one common 
authorization service in the whole EMI stack. This integration objective refers to the adaption of the 
final  definition  of  the  common  XAMCL  profile  [see  1.7.3.1]  and  to  the  process  of  making  the 
involved  components  production  quality.  As  soon  as  the  implementation  and  integration  of  the 
XAMCL  profile  in  ARGUS  is  completed,  ARGUS  can  be  integrated  in  the  affected  compute  
components which are UNICORE PDP, eventually UNICORE Service hosting, ARC HED and A-
REX. UNICORE PDP was formerly known as UNICORE XAMCL entity. The integration work is  
due to M18.

For UNICORE PDP there is already a test suite that validates the implementation about the correct 
handling of the default UNICORE policy. If automated testing would be enabled for all ARGUS-
integrated instances integration tests would be possible on the EMI testbed. On the other hand the 
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ARGUS integration is automatically tested since standard interfaces as web services and SAML are 
used.

Testing  the  UNICORE  PDP  ARGUS  integration  and  the  HED  ARGUS  integration  successfully 
against the ARGUS version that contains the common EMI XAMCL profile will finally validate the 
objective.

1.9.5.2 Initial  integration  of  the  storage  elements  with  the  ARGUS  authorization 
framework (X9)

ARGUS is a system meant to render consistent authorization decisions for distributed services (e.g. 
compute elements, portals). For the data area, the blacklisting functionality of ARGUS is of particular  
interest, as it allows to centrally black-list certificate owners for all VO associated services. In order to 
harmonize authorization with EMI-data, all components agreed to access the ARGUS authorization at  
least for obtaining user blacklisting. 

The  integration  of  the  ARGUS authorization  system,  in  order  to  provide  user  blacklisting,  is  an 
individual task by project teams responsible for StoRM, DPM, FTS, LFC and dCache. For dCache, 
DPM and the LFC, the integration has been performed already and is available with EMI-1. Due to the 
restructuring of FTS, this feature won’t be available before the FTS prototype exists, as integration 
into the existing FTS would be pointless. StoRM has scheduled the ARGUS integration for EMI-2 and 
FTS, due to a complete restructuring of that service for EMI-3. Integration testing plans are not yet 
available.

Affected components are:   ARGUS, gLite (DPM and LFC), dCache, StoRM and FTS

This activity is due to: M18

1.9.5.3 Implementation of the EMI SAML profile all over the middleware stack (X11)
It is foreseen to have a common attribute authority that issues attributes to X.509 proxies or to SAML 
assertions that follow a common profile. The target to use a common attribute issuing authority (in this 
case VOMS-SAML) over the three middleware stacks is established. The work for this objective may 
only start  after  the SAML profile is  ready and integrated into VOMS-SAML. The VOMS-SAML 
attribute  authority  will  be  integrated  into  the  UNICORE  authorization  stack  by  the  VOMS  and 
UNICORE product teams. 

For  VOMS-Admin,  it  will  be  verified  that  VOMS-Admin  implements  all  the  VO  management  
functionality needed to act as a UVOS replacement. Also the existing UNICORE UVOS clients must 
be tested and possibly adapted to request attributes from VOMS-SAML.

The UNICORE Client-side tools with the push mode authorization are needed. These are will be in the 
form of extensions of the UCC and HiLA clients using a common library, allowing querying VOMS 
for  attribute  assertions  and sending  them with  a  request  to  a  UNICORE server.  The  push  mode 
implementation for client and server will be tested with VOMS-SAML.

The affected components are: VOMS-Admin, VOMS-SAML, UCC, HiLA, and UNICORE (UVOS)

This activity is due to: M28
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1.9.5.4 The  legacy  GSI  will  be  replaced  with  a  common  security  solution  based  on 
TLS/SSL and EMI delegation method (X12)

The GSI-free VOMS has already been released. For delegation, the strategy will be for services to 
move to a separate delegation service or port type rather than rely on the GSI-dependent libraries.

The current status of this work is that the GridSite [R6] delegation, already widely used in the gLite  
stack, should be used as the standard delegation method. A working group is being established to  
handle the standardization of gridSite.  The group will be formed to look into establishing an OGF 
standard for delegation and the first item will be to write up gridSite as an OGF document.

The affected components for the delegation objective are: gridSite and possibly delegation-java

This activity is due to: M30 
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INTEGRATION ORGANIZATION AND RESOURCES

The EMI integration and interoperability task JRA1.7 is in principle a team without direct members.  
Therefore,  the task leader tries to track the integration tasks by requesting the work area leaders,  
product teams, and developers about the current status and work plans. ARC has delegated a contact  
person being responsible for all integration aspects related to JRA1.7 to make this process easier. 

The ongoing continuous verification of the integration objectives will be monitored by JRA1.7. The 
current  integration status will  be published on the JRA1.7 wiki page [R34]. For that purpose, the 
existing integration and interoperability matrices at the wiki page have to be updated, reduced and 
adapted to the particular integration objectives.

Unit, integration, and compliance tests as defined in DJRA161 have to be provided by the product 
teams that implement the actual integration objectives. While unit tests are performed usually within 
the individual affected software components during development, integration and compliance tests  
between more than one EMI software components may require the involvement of more  than one 
product team. For that purpose, SA2 provides a policyguideline on how inter-component tests have to 
be  coordinated  and  executed  [R8].  It  will  be  the  job  of  JRA1.7  to  inform SA2 about  upcoming 
integration tests and to provide the appropriate information, so that the SA2 team can prepare the 
testing environment. This includes the collaboration of all interested partners as JRA1, SA2, client and 
server product teams. If required even the SA2EMI testbed will needs to be updated with the release 
versions of the affected software components.
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CONCLUSIONS

This document has described contains the description of the status of the work performed by the EMI 
Integration Ttask in the first year of the project. The work plan for the first year of the project has been 
described elsewhere in DJRA1.3.1. The status section generally follows the format of the first year  
work plan and also gives reasons if the work has not progressed according to the schedule.

The work plan for the EMI Integration task in the second year of the EMI project follows the relevant 
objectives as described in DNA1.3.2 and is based on the best information at this time. The objectives 
are described in greater detail and the affected components and their product teams that will perform 
the necessary work are listed where appropriate. This document will be updated by DJRA1.6.3.
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